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I. OVERVIEW 
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A. Introduction 
Fuzzy systems provide a mathematical framework to cap- 

ture uncertainty [Sch96]. The complete description of real, 
complex systems or situations often requires far more de- 
tail and information than could ever be obtained (or un- 
derstood). Fuzzy approaches are an alfernative technology 
for both system control and information processing and 
management. 

In this paper, we present the design of a fuzzy con- 
trol system for a melter used in the vitrification of haz- 
ardous waste. Design issues, especially those related to 
melter shutdown and obtaining smooth control surfaces, 
are addressed. Several extensions to commonly-applied 
fuzzy techniques, notably adaptive defuzzification and mod- 
ified ruIe structures .are developed. 

B.  Fuzzy Control 
In fuzzy approaches to control, the basic idea is to incor- 

porate the ’experience’ of-human process operator in the 
controller design, often in lieu of pro&& details. This ma,y 
lead to ’rule of thumb’ control. This is .useful when a plant 
can be controlled with better results by an experienced op- 
erator than by conventional automatic controlIers. 

In ’classical’ control, controller action is determined by 
performing arithmetic operations on system error inputs. 
In fuzzy control, operations are on fuzzy quantities (and 
usually rule-based). An example of a rule might be: 

IF [error (e)] is [Negative Big (NB)] 
- THEN [control (u)] is [Positive Big (PB)]. 

Among other, the following are important questions re- 
garding the fielding of a fuzzy-system based control strat- 
egy: 

t Can it be done (i.e., is there an alternative to & = 

How does it work? (Can the operation of the fuzzy 
A. + BE‘?) 

system be explained?) 
How well does it work? - - Does the system generalize (correctly)? . 
- Is the resulting system stable? (There is a fuzzy Lya- 

- Is the control strategy reasonable (vis-a-via human 

The latter suggests a more general question, namely, how 

punov function [JKN85]). 

experts)? 

do you validate a fuzzy controller? 

D. Fuzzy Antecedents and Rules 

antecedent in a fuzzy rule is: 

! 

An example of the typical form of an element of the 

v is V j ”input temperature is hot” 
More generically, this leads to the rule form: 

IF [XI is [A] and[y]  is [B] THEN [z] is [C] ‘(1) . 
where 

. ’ A  and B are fuzzy sets over the input domains X and 

C is a fuzzy set over the output domain 2 of the lin- 
Y of linguistic variables x and y 

guistic variable z 
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E. Fuzzy System Design Procedures 
The main tasks in applying fuzzy techniques are: .-.--.-. ...___..._..._.._.. US.." 

1. Selection .of a set of input linguistic variables which 
are both natural to the application and whose crisp 
values are available. 

2. Selection of a set of output linguistic variables which 
are both natural to the application , -  and whose crisp 
values are needed. 

3. Determination of membership functions for all hguis- 
tic labels of the linguistic variables. 

4. Selection of fuzzification and defuzzification techniques. 
5. Development of a knowledge base of fuzzy rules. Of- 

6, Selection of or development of a fuzzy inference strat- 

7. System prototyping, tksting and documentation. 

0 2 ( o ~  

PY)V 
ten these are designed to be human-readable - 
egy. 

In control applications, the overall computational strategy 
consists of the following steps: 
1: Fuzzification. Crisp inputs are converted into fuzzy 

represent at ions, or, equivalently, non-fuzzy input data 
is converted into suitable linguistic values, which may 
be viewed as labels of fuzzy sets. This step requires 
membership functions (antecedents). 

2. Apply Compositional Rules of Inference (CRI), using 
fuzzy rules: This is the fuzzy domain computation. 

3. Defuzzification of outputs. The propagated fuzzy rep- 
resentation is converted to a set of crisp output values. 
This yields crisp control action resulting from inferred 
fuzzy control actions. 

. 

' .  

F. Fuziy Controller Application Example 
CIemson University is currently involved in a DOEfunded 

(WSRC) research effort whose objective is to use fuzzy logic 
to automate the vitrification of hazardous waste'. The ba- 
sic system to be controlled is shown in Figure 1. 
I ,  Tasks include: 

6 identify 1/0 dependencies 

identify membership functions - 
a assess fuzzy system performance 

- identify fuzzy rules 

- generalization ' 
- stability 
- robustness 

Fig. 1. StirMelter System 

Fig. 2. Preliminary 1/0 Dependencies Provided By Experts 

- efficiency and rules with only,one antecedent are used. Examples for 
the fuzzy rules are shown below. Sources of domain knowledge include: 

sessions with expert operators 

published rule based €or standard control policies (e.g., 

' 
observed operator response (caie studies) hl.. r.r a (h..t.I- po... ): 

! if cd l  i- c v . i  
!.! i r  C-61 i. Cv.q k i p 1  , ,  

the. Cd-11 1. [D.c K U  
11.. Cdull 1. ClJ.ska.udl 
t k u  C U I  1. C1.s S a  

PI, PD) 
4 linguistic models of open and closed loop systems - 1 I if Cdl i. cb*1 [1.-11 
The overall result (controller) will be a static map (con- 1 if [ d l  i* [w] 

I if C"IO1 i. cv..r 1-1 
I i r  I 4 0 1  3. Cb-I  I h r  t k r  C d d l  C d y l ]  3. i. [I.< C 1 . S  loa S a  

trol surface) for each output, as expected. 
t k u  Cdull 1. Ckcka.u.dl 

1 k u  Cd-11 is [ D e  1- 

I/O.dependencies were provided by experts and are shown ; :: ;:;! ;: ;;y$ 
t h r  C4Mll i. [CU la I 

in Figure 2. !! if C 4 O l  i. cv.q h i p 1  

Because of the complex, often unknown interactions of ; :: ;:;; :: 1-1 . 
1'- t h r  C~-II CdY11 i. 1. 11- C1.c sa inputs on one output, no attempt is made to model this I c-171 [ra-ll tk- [ d u l l  i. [ U d q d d l  

I if Cl...Il i. C b . 1  .h.. C W I  i.'CI.< roll 

th.. C U I  1. C b C  la 
s k u  [ d i l l  1. [1.-11 'Project Title: Advanced Process Control Programs (fuzzy logic ; :: ::::::: :: !:;a; 

programs and associated equipment). 
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. high input temperature), but weights do not influence the 

p[very High1(p~i~r.ity input) = O 

control for cases where 
' 1  

2 it C u l l ]  i. n.lT LHI s k u  C U I  i. U e l a  
x it  cull] 1. b.1 
x 1c I d l l  $s ma.Iy11 
x i t  [Ul l I  is UCId 
11 i c  Curl1 i' CV.W mid 

tLu cays1 i s  ucs rxl 
~ L W  CUI i s  [ r a d  
(LW C U I  i* tD.c lou 
t k u  c-1 i.k l c a  

I 
fizzy Controller design challenges, as shown in the above 

sample rules, include handling mixed differential and abm- 
lute quantities specified by experts. 

G. 'Shutdown' Rules and Control Surfaces 
G.1 The Need for 'Shutdown' Control 

A fundamental property of fuzzy control is that all inputs 
influencing a specific control output are blended together 
by the CRI and the resuli is a (normally desired) com- 
posite control action. In melter control however, there are 
situations in which one or more rules are more important 
than others. An example which arises in the stir melter is 
that if a certain temperature [smll] is[very high], then the 
power supply [output sm3J must be shut off, regardless of 
the other control inputs. 

G.2 Solutions 
Rule weighting and other strategies to handle 'shutdown' 

situations have been explored for the stir melter applica- 
tion. These are described in detail in the followingsections. 

11. RULE WEIGHTING 
In a rule weighting approach, every rule input [z] is as- 

signed a fuzzy weight [ID=] which determines its influence 
in the CRI. One way to implement this is to formulate the 
rules with two instead of one antecedent, for example 

IF [x] is [A] and [wx] is [High] 

IF [x] is [A] and [wx] is [Low] 
. T H E N  [z] is [Influenced by x] 

THEN [z] is [Not Influenced by x] 

(2) 

(3) 

' 

The membership function for the rule weight is related to 
the membership function of the ruIes which need high prior- 
ity. A good practical choice is to use the membership funci 
tion of the priority input label as membership function for 
[wx] is [Low] for all non priority inputs and not([priority 
input] is [Very High])for [wx] is [HigLi]. In the above 
example, z=[smlO] is such a input where the label [Very 
IIigh] requires specikl priority, in order to achieve melter 
shutdown. If more than one input needs priority in an ap- 
plication, additional sets of weights pertaining to each of 
these inputs, are employed. 

The crisp input for the weight antecedents is identical the 
corresponding crisp input value of the rule which requires 
higher priority. This ensures that an important (shutdown) 
rule overrules all others for certain situations (i.e.', very 

at all. There is a smooth transient phase, dependent on 
the shape of the various membership functions and the de- 
fuzzification method. 

This strategy can be efficiently implemented by keeping 
one-antecedent rules and adding additional consequents to 
the ClU formulation of the priority rules which shut down 
all other inputs if neckary by setting their membership to 
zero. It is also possible to use more than one "high priority ' 
rule" as long as their consequents do not contradict each 
other. 

111. EFFECT O F  DEFUZZIFICATION STRATEGY 
Another technique to achieve 'shutdown' control in fuzzy 

systems is by careful control of the defuzzification strategy. 

A. ' MOM co G I . 
The two most widely used defuzzification strategies are 

MOM (Mean of Maximum) and COG (Center of Gravity) 
on the fuzzy output set. For MOM, the result is dom- 
inated by the input(s) with the highest activation level, 
and leads to stair-step like control surfaces with disconti- 
nuities at points where the activation levels of several rules 
for one input are equal. For COG, all inputs collectively 
determine the output, and the result is typically a smooth 
control surface with no discontinuities. However, without 
weighting, no single rule can dominate in complexsystems. 
This may prevent desired control action, especiauy if the 
rules are contradicting at the point of operation. 

B. Adaptive Defuzzification: 
, Filev and Yager [PY91] introduced a defuzzification strat- 

e&, called the generalized BADD defuzzification method, 6 

which allows switching between MOM and COG by adap- 
tation of a single parameter a. The crisp output value dG 
is determined as 

(4) 

where the ui are the elements of the discrete output uni- 
verse and the wi are the elements of the fuzzy output set. 
The result is identical to COG for CY = 1 and reaches MOM 
for cy -f cc.(practicaIly, cy >> 1 is sufficient). 

This defuzzification method can be used to influence the 
shape of the control surface,from smooth (CY M 1) to more 
step shaped, as deemed optimal by application experts and 
allows thus influence on the controller dynamics. 

IV: DYNAMIC DEFUZZIFICATION 
We now ,introduce a rule weighting strategy based on 

the BADD defuzzification. From the observation that the 
single highkt membership value dominates MOM defuzzi- 
fication, we propose the following strategy: 
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i No Weights -.COG NO WQhk - MOM All antecedent membership functions are multiplied by 
a crisp, scalar "static weight", w p ,  according to the 
priority level p of the corresponding input set region. 
Typically, Lp = 1 for high priority and wp < 1 for all 
others. This means that "normal" inputs 
reach the "traditional full membership value" of 1.0 . 
Determine the defuzzification parameter a, dynami: 
cally as 

50 

500 

a = a0 f c k j ' & V e r y  High](zj)Kcj 
i 

where p[very High](Zj) is the actual membership value 
of the weight-determining inputs xj in the label [Very 
High] . The summation is over all input sets j which 
require high priority. kj and 'cj are parameters to be 
determined. Together with the shape.of the member- 
ship functions they influence the shape of the control 3 40 
surface in the transient region. a0 describes defuizifi- 
cation in normal control mode, a0 1 1 could be chosen 
to achieve COG defuzzificatio'n. 

Dynamic Wekhls 

50 50 

0 n o  9 
5-50  

-1 00 
5 0 0 5 0  500 

-100 
50 

This means that a can be increased by increasing, mem- 
bership of one or more antecedents in critical input sets. 
As these sets have been assigned larger static weights wi,  
they will then dominate the defuzzification, which mimics 
MOM for large a. As result, the crisp output consequence 
will be determined principally by the highly weighted in- 
puts, as desired. More than one priority level is possible: . 
the highest priority input active will dominate in this case. 

For illustration, Figure 3 shows examples for the control 
surfaces corresponding to [sm3] for unweighted rule com- 
position (COG and MOM defuzzification), weighted rule 
composition (COG defuzzification) and dynamic defuzzi- 
fication with a = 1.0 + 4O&,111=[very HighI(sml1)'. NO- 
tice the smooth surface achieved by COG, but also that 
the desired output level of -100 is not achieved without 
weighting. The MOM approach generates a stair- step like 
Furface, with some spikes in the transition regions. It,also 
do? not reach the full negative output value for the com- 
plete input interval in which dsm3 = -100 is required. 
However, rule weighting as described in section I1 and the 
dynamic defuzzification of section IV both combine to yield 
the desired surface without spikes in the "normal" opera- 
tion range, thus achieving the shutdown requirement. 

v. CONTROL OF /l AND DESIGN CONSTRAINTS 

the shape of the antecedent membership functions.and their 
range of overlap influence the resulting control surfaces. 
The following rules are used for generating the membership 

During the Summer of 1995, the system is to be imple- 
mented and tested using the actual stir melter shown in For large values of the defuzzification parameter a (MOIvI), Figure 
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